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I. Hardware Initialization Failed：  

Q1. Software appears a "Hardware Initialization Failed" error message. 
Step1: If driver installation failed, please refer to SF Series User Manual: 2.2 USB 
Installation. 
Step2: Confirm the Power LED light is on.  
Step3: Confirm the programmer is connected to the PC directly. 

Avoid using USB extender. 
Avoid using USB Hub and ensure there is enough power. 
Change an USB cable. 

 
Q2. LED Lights Error- Lights are not glowing 

Step1: Please downgrade the software to an older version. 
Step2: Check if the light works properly. 
LED lights become normal: It could be a software bug. 
LED lights are still not glowing: It could be hardware electronic component issue. Please 
send the product back to DediProg. 

    
Q3. LED Lights Error- Lights are glowing at the same time. 

Step1: The software is not suitable for the firmware or vice-versa. Please refer to the user 
manual: SF Firmware Support for Windows and Update Procedure 
Step2: It could be hardware electronic component issue, please send the product back to 
DediProg. 

 
Q4. The programmer has stopped responding since it has been used for too many times. 

Step1: Use other programmer to confirm if the programmer is damaged. 
Step2: Ensure the voltage value from the programmer output is suitable for standard 
voltage range. 

 
II. Bottom Board + Socket Adaptor/ BBF 
Q1. Cannot Auto-Detect the Chip 

1. BBF does not support (1.8V) chip. 
2. The chip is not supported yet. 
3. Please check the Pin 1 direction 
4. Chip did not place properly. 
5. Check if the detected voltage is suitable for standard voltage range. 
6. When you use SF600/SF600plus, please check if the power adaptor is connected. 

Q2. The programmer can detect the chip ID, but it does not have related chip. 
The chip is not supported yet or it is an incorrect IC. 

 
Q3. The programmer can detect the chip, but not able to program. 

 Use the meter or the oscilloscope to ensure the voltage value from the programmer 
output is suitable for standard voltage range. 

 Change the VCC value in Configuration (Config>Miscellaneous Setting>VCC Option) 
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 Change the SPI clock in Configuration (Config>Miscellaneous Setting>SPI Clock Setting) 
 Ensure the chip is not protected by read status register or check if the chip has been 

set to write disable (Use Engineering Mode or Modify Status register in Configuration 
to read the register values). 

Q4. ERASE is shown succeed, but the Blank Check still shows "Chip is not blank" 
ERASE result checks BUSY bit by read status register, so the status will show "passed" as well. 

Step1: Ensure the chip is not protected by read status register or if the chip has been set to 
write disable. (Use Engineering Mode or Modify Status Register in Configuration to read 
the register value). 
Step2: Change the SPI clock in Configuration (Config＞Miscellaneous Setting＞SPI Clock 

Setting). 
Step3: Use single IO to program.  

 
Q5. PROGRAM has passed, but shows "Verify Failed". 
PROGRAM result is check BUSY bit by read status register, so the status will show "Passed" as 
well. 

Step1: Ensure the chip is not protected by read status register or if the chip has been set to 
write disable. (Use Engineering Mode or Modify Status Register in Configuration to read 
the register value). 
Step 2: Change the SPI clock in Configuration (Config＞Miscellaneous Setting＞SPI Clock 

Setting) 
Step 3: Use single IO to program 
Step 4: If you are using multiple programmers, please ensure the power is stable. (When 
using USB hub or SF600/SF600Plus and not connected to the AC adaptor)  

 
III. ICP Programming Error: 
Please confirm if the unsoldered chip works properly or check the above conditions. If it 
works normally or if you don't have any unsoldered IC, please check the followings:  
 
Q1. The programmer cannot Auto-Detect IC or it can detect the IC but cannot program. 

 When you use test clip, please confirm that it is attached properly (Sometimes the 
amount of the solders may affect the clippers) and the pins are not tilted. Please also 
be aware of the damages that may occur after the clips have been used for too many 
times. 

 Segregates the SPI signal cable from the programmer power adaptor and make sure it 
is IC programming voltage when programming. Please refer to document AN0103 
/AN0106 

 Make sure the power is coming from a single source; either the programmer or the 
board. 

 The electric power can be segregated by diode. 
 The SPI signal that connects to the board must be high impedance. 
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NOTE：If the board is providing the power and the chipset/MCU has reset/enable pin, please 

connect the board to the IO3 of the programmer. The IO3 will send the LOW level signal to 
ensure the power only provides to IC programming. 
 
If the above Q&A did not solve your problems, please provide the following information to 
support@dediprog.com  

1. Programmer Type (SF100/SF600/SF600Plus) 
2. Chip Type 
3. Software Version 
4. Firmware Version 
5. Connection Way (socket / ICP cable / test clip / ISP-ADP-Intel-B…etc.) 
6. Screenshot of the related information 
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Revision History 
Date Version Changes 

2016/11/01 V1.0 Initial release 

2018/06/12 V1.1 Change “HZ” to "high impedance". 
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